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Lauren Camp will share poems from her third book, One Hundred Hungers, which depicts the transition of her father’s family from Baghdad to suburban New York in the late 1940’s. This memoir, told in poetry, mixes personal reflection and family details with social, cultural and political commentary.

In her Dorset Prize-winning new collection, Lauren Camp’s One Hundred Hungers focuses on a first-generation Arab-American girl and her Jewish-Iraqi parent. Lauren Camp teaches creative writing through Santa Fe Community College and the O’Keeffe Museum’s Art and Leadership program among other northern New Mexico venues.

The College of International Studies is committed to a diverse, equitable and inclusive campus environment. This event is part of an on-going series of discussions to enhance awareness about diversity, equity and inclusion issues. For more information or accommodation on the basis of disability, contact Marjan Seirafi-Pour, Middle East Programs Coordinator, at marjan@ou.edu.